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The title page has a shot taken from inside
the Potting Shed in the Kitchen Garden at
Dyffryn House - a challenging exposure
[Sony FE 24-105mm F4 G OSS, 24mm,
1/30sec @ f/8.0 and ISO 100] which I was
delighted to find had been used for a
lino-cut by a U3A Group member.
[I use the Sony FE 24-105mm F4 G OSS
lens a lot as my “walking about” lens so I
will describe it as “Standard” from now on].
On this page we have a rare self-portrait of
the photographer at work, with his camera
bag strap hanging-down beside his casually
crossed legs (note boot in shot) as he leans
against the pergola support to take a shot of
the shadows crossing the paving-stones in
Belle Vue Park, Newport [Standard, 24mm,
1/50sec @ f/8.0 and ISO 100].
On the same day taken during a Cardiff U3A
Photography Group shoot in Newport, I took
the pair of images on the facing page. I had
an idea before I arrived that I wanted to
take some shots of the 125 Train entering
(or leaving) the tunnel as it left (or arrived)
Newport Station. I wanted to capture the
element of movement so I needed a tripod
and a neutral density (ND) filter.
I was pleased with the result - which I called
“Whoosh”. Now is the train entering or
leaving the station (which is to the right of
the shot)? [Standard, 105mm, 3.2sec @
f/8.0 and ISO 100].
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Taking it easy at Belle Vue Park

Whoosh

A quiet start to the year, not much
happening. It was early-March and I
was looking forward to a return trip to
the Elan Valley with Nick Jenkins but it
was not to be, so I decided to go to
Llanwrtyd Wells on my own for a couple
of nights.
This shot is of a very well-known spot
on the Afon Cymddwr near the
watershed between the east flowing and
west flowing rivers near Nantymaen.
I’ve called it “Communication Hub” for
rather obvious reasons, and it was a
very gloomy day! [Standard, 24mm,
1/500sec @ f/20, ISO 400]
Opposite are three shots of first
Penygarreg Dam [Standard, 28mm,
1/13sec @ f/14 and ISO 100] and then
two shots of Caban-coch taken with my
iPhone 6s [1/600 and 1/520 sec @ f/2.2
and ISO 25].
I had decided to use the iPhone because
it was blowing a gale and the rain and
spray was sweeping across the viewing
point - I’m quite pleased with the
results!
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Communication Hub Near Nantymaen, Afon Cymddwr

Caban-coch Dam, Elan Valley

Caban-coch Dam, Elan Valley

Penygarreg Dam, Elan Valley

The pictures that follow were taken at
Llantwit Beach in late-March with the
U3A Photo Group. This was a day trip
arranged with Nick Jenkins in
attendance offering help and advice to
members.
What resulted were some of the best
shots I’ve taken all year, and show that
I have begun to definitively move away
from general photographs of
landscapes, to pieces of the landscape
that tell a story or can tell a story
through the making of an image.
Here we see a pair of shots of two rock
pools. The first on this page [Standard,
105mm, 1/50sec @ f/22 and ISO 400]
has a nice blend of seaweed; the shell
is strategically placed in the foreground!
The second (opposite) is simple, yet the
colours and the light make it a nice shot
[Standard, 105mm, 1/50sec @ f/22 and
ISO 400].
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Rock pool textures

Here we have a rockfall from the Liassic
cliffs on to the beach below. The blue,
grey, yellow and orange colours are just
beautiful as are the structures of the
cliffs and the fallen blocks [Standard,
61mm, 1/50sec @ f/22 and ISO 400].
Opposite is a picture that Jenny has said
that she really likes. It shows the
wave-cut platform and cliffs looking east
from Llantwit beach towards Barry. I’m
presuming (although unsure) that
you’re looking at Steep Holm in the
distance [Sony FE 90mm F2.8 Macro G
OSS, 1/50sec @ f/16 and ISO 400].
[This lens will be called “Macro” from
now on.]
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Colourful rockfall

The wave-cut platform at Llantwit (looking east)

Still on Llantwit beach we have
sculptured sand washed by rivulets of
water running down the beach
[Standard, 79mm, 1/13sec @ f/22 and
ISO 100] and then opposite another of
Jenny’s favourites - the colourful shells
“clinging on” [Macro, 1/5sec @ f/22 and
ISO 400].
For me, it was just great to spend
several hours in a restricted location,
just looking for pictures. Doing this
forces you to look for things you might
not normally take a photograph of –
such as the many shots I took of
driftwood.
That plus the light constantly changing;
misty, to clear and sunny; rock pools,
rock falls and rock formations; stones,
shells and sand; not to mention the
silky water shots I took from the bridge
looking down from above – a great day
out!
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Water patterns

Finally the last pair from Llantwit show
on this page a freeze-frame of one of
the rivulets running down the beach
[Standard, 105mm, 2.0sec @ f/22 and
ISO 100] and a bit of bokeh and
vignetting with this strange shot of
some drift wood - looking west along
the beach [Standard, 52mm, 1/1250sec
@ f/4 and ISO 100].

The next set of photos are from a trip
in March to Northumberland, where we
stayed for a while with Roy & Chris on
our way up to Dunblane where we were
interring Mum’s ashes in St Mary’s
graveyard.
Jenny had given me a day with
photographer David Taylor as a present
and I was able to benefit from a day’s
tuition with someone who used the
same camera equipment as I have. It
was hugely beneficial and many of the
ideas that David suggested to me have
now become standard practice in my
landscape photography.
The first picture (overleaf) is of
Dunstanburgh Castle [Standard, 55mm,
1/60sec @ f/11 and ISO 100].
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Running water in the pool
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This pair of photos shows another rock
pool with different seaweeds, but again
wonderful colours [Standard, 46mm,
1/10sec @ f/11 and ISO 100] and then
a picture of the beach and cove at
Rumbling Kern.
For once the people standing on the
cliff give the picture a sense of scale, so
I didn’t “photoshop” them out! This
beach has the most incredible rock
structures with lots of igneous
intrusions into the sandstone rocks.
Definitely a place I want to go back to
[Standard, 49mm, 1/30sec @ f/13 and
ISO 200].
Also at Howick is The Bathing House
(owned by Howick Trustees Ltd and
available for holiday rental). The
stitched panorama on the following
page gives you a good idea of the
sandstone structures [Standard,
51mm, 1/50sec @ f/16 and ISO 200].
On the succeeding page is a lovely
(even if I say it myself) panorama of
Dunstanburgh Castle taken from the
north using a ND filter and a wide zoom
lens [Sony FE 16-35mm F4 ZA OSS,
26mm, 1.3sec @ f/16 and ISO 100].
[This lens will be called “Wide zoom”
from now on.]
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Colourful pools and textures

18
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A trip to Killingworth would not be
complete without a quick drive down to
Whitley Bay and St Mary’s Lighthouse.
We saw lots of seals on the beach
below the lighthouse, but this shot,
which is probably the one most people
take, benefits from the polarising filter
[Standard, 53mm, 1/40sec @ f/11 and
ISO 100].
The other shot (on this page) is of The
Keep at Warkworth Castle. To my
knowledge, we’d never stopped here on
our travels and I really enjoyed walking
round the castle, looking at the
spectacular show of daffodils and also
chatting to a biker about his day out
and the farewell he was making to his
bike on the way to pick-up a new bike
[Standard, 39mm, 1/160sec @ f/8.0
and ISO 100].
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The Keep, Warkworth Castle

On our way back from Scotland we
stopped off in Leeds and spent a day at
RHS Harlow Carr.
The spring flowers were splendid and
some of the shrubs were beginning to
bud.
However it’s the photograph of the
Potting Shed on the right that I
particularly like. A difficult shot to take
hand-held looking out from the shade
of the shed to the brightly lit tulips
beyond [Standard, 25mm, 1/8sec @
f/11 and ISO 100].
The two shots facing were taken with
the macro lens which I spent some time
using and practising with. [Top, 1/60sec
@ f/11 and ISO 100; Bottom, 1/100sec
@ f/9.0 and ISO 100]
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The Potting Shed

I do like to get away for a few days to
spend time in the company of other
people who have photography as their
hobby (even passion). With them you
don’t feel nerdy when you’re walking
about with a big bag and a tripod – it’s
just what they (you) do; it’s natural;
you feel comfortable.
That, plus the camaraderie – the
learning from each other (and of course
Nick), makes for a splendid holiday and
you get taken to spots that even though
you think you know the area still throws
up surprises, like the Morris Minor
graveyard on the way to Strumble Head
in the first shot - “In need of repair”
[Standard, 64mm, 1/320sec @ f/8.0
and ISO 100].
The two images facing are of
Abergwaun in the early-evening May
sunlight [Standard, 44mm, 1/30sec @
f/16 and ISO 100] and Strumble Head looking towards the sun [Standard,
33mm, 1/500sec @ f/11 and ISO 100].
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In need of repair

Abergwaun at High Tide

Into the light

Then on the beach at Newport I took a
time-delay picture of the sea coming in
over the boulders which gives the
picture a moody feeling.
I used my 10-stop ND filter to achieve
the shutter delay [Macro, 13secs @
f/13 and ISO 100] as well as the
pictures of the seaweed in the pools
[Top, Macro 1/60sec @ f/7.1 and ISO
400; bottom, Macro, 1/160sec @ f/5.0
and ISO 400].
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Moody tidal flow

What an amazing sky greeted Len and I at Sudbrook – where the Severn Tunnel Pumping Station works
constantly to allow the trains to run under the river. An obvious candidate for a Black & White shot
[Standard, 53mm, 1/400sec @ f/8.0 and ISO 100]. The perched stone atop the ruined Holy Trinity Church
attracts the eye [Standard, 34mm, 1/250sec @ f/4.0 and ISO 100]– somehow I don’t think it’s there as a
consequence of decay, more likely local youths placed it there before the site was fenced off - thanks for the
camera-sized hole in the fence, by the way. At Black Rock, a number of interesting colour shots with the
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salt marsh and interesting mooring rings [Standard, 49mm, 1/50sec @ f/16 and ISO 1600] – great colours!
The “piece de resistance” for me however was my panorama shot of the bridge taken using the tripod and
L-bracket (next page). I stitched 5 portrait format images together to get loads of sky and foreground as
well. The key thing was getting the tripod absolutely level, shooting in manual, and then allowing plenty of
overlap [Standard, 33mm, 1/50sec @ f/13 and ISO 100]. I’m just happy that I’ve got that technique nailed
– another one struck off the list – thanks to David Taylor.

A cloudy approach
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Another holiday in Italy, in June. The
first few days spent in Rome and then
on to Umbria and the hill-top town of
Trevi.
We stayed in the suberb of Trastevere
and walked out from there to the
Coliseum on our first day, and then
Vatican City on our second day. Too
many tourists of course, but a great
“taster” trip which will entice us to go
back, out-of-season – when it won’t be
so hot as well.
First two shots of the Coliseum from
the outside [Wide zoom, 35mm,
1/160sec @ f/8.0 and ISO 100] and
then inside [Wide zoom, 35mm,
1/125sec @ f/8.0 and ISO 100].
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Outside the Colliseum

Of course you can’t go to Rome without
going in a few churches and this shot is
of the “local” church near to the B&B
Hotel (Trastevere Colours) we were
staying at. The church is that of San
Cecilia [Wide zoom, 16mm, 1/30sec @
f/8.0 and ISO 3200].
On the opposite page a sneaky pic that
I just had to take in The Basilica of
Saint Peter - I titled it … “Off to a
Meeting” [Wide zoom, 35mm, 1/40sec
@ f/4.0 and ISO 1000].
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Church of San Cecilia, Trastevere

Another couple of shots taken inside
Saint Paul’s in the Vatican.
Opposite - some detail of the Basilica
[Wide zoom, 32mm, 1/40sec @ f/4.0
and ISO 2000] and alongside [Wide
zoom, 26mm, 1/30sec @ f/4.0 and ISO
1000].
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Saint Peter’s Basilica, Vatican City

Once we got to Trevi, having been
picked up from the airport by the tour
company (Adagio) we spent a day
walking around the small hill-top
Umbrian town. I spotted the shot to the
right as we walked around - I found it
hard to think of an appropriate title; so
I’ve just called it “Trevi at work”
[Standard, 77mm, 1/25sec @ f/16 and
ISO 100]. I think the counterpoint of
the poster and the work tools is rather,
shall we say, interesting!
The photograph opposite is of the Casa
Romano (Roman House) in Spoleto
which is amazingly well preserved. It’s
well worth a visit, as is the Roman
theatre/arena in the town [Standard,
24mm, 1/30sec @ f/4.0 and ISO 1600].
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Trevi at work

Casa Romano, Spoleto

View from the rooftop, Hotel Antica Dimora alla Rocca
We had the unexpected luxury of an apartment in an annexe to the hotel that
had a separate lounge from which you could look down over the valley of the
Clitunno River system. This, plus the library, and the other ancilliary rooms
that were part of the building made it a great place to stay.
Trevi is a a hill-top town, similar in many ways to the other ones in the area
that we visited – Spello, Spoleto, Brevagna, Montefalco and Assisi – so this
view is very typical, looking out over roof-tops to the flood plain below
[Wide zoom, 20mm, 1/100sec @ f/16 and ISO 100].
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Here is a shot of Trevi, at night, taken
from our room [Wide zoom, 16mm,
1/30sec @ f/4.0 and ISO 6400].
Opposite a shot of Piazza Mazzini in
Trevi, again a tricky shot as there was a
lot of bright light and shadow to
accomodate [Wide zoom, 21mm,
1/40sec @ f/8.0 and ISO 100].
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Trevi at night

Piazza Mazzini, Trevi

It was impossible to pass a door
without thinking whether it would make
a good shot, so please excuse a few
examples in the next few pages.
The first two from Assisi - to the right
[Wide zoom, 31mm, 1/40sec @ f/8.0
and ISO 100] and alongside, on the
opposite page [Wide zoom, 27mm,
1/60sec @ f/8.0 and ISO 100].
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Nearby to Assisi is the Eremo delle
Carceri, where St Francis of Assisi
would go away on retreat. Again a
remarkable building [Wide zoom,
24mm, 1/50sec @ f/22 and ISO 100].
On the opposite page is the Basilica de
San Francesco d’Assisi [Wide zoom,
35mm, 1/500sec @ f/8.0 and ISO
100]. I didn’t take any photographs
inside the church - a combination of too
many people and just wanting to
soak-in the atmosphere. It was just
amazing.
It’s also quite remarkable how they’ve
managed to restore the building after
the earthquake in 1997 which killed 8
people in the neighbourhood.
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Eremo delle Carceri, near Assisi

Also in Assisi was this restaurant with
it’s wonderful flower-filled windows
[Wide zoom, 35mm, 1/40sec @ f/8.0
and ISO 125] and another sneaky shot
which I really love of a gentleman
enjoying “quality time” on the flight of
steps adjoining the cafe [Wide zoom,
35mm, 1/40sec @ f/8.0 and ISO 100].
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Restuarant, Assisi

Now a series of shots of doors, steps,
passageways and flowers. Italian doors
are quite often simply magnificent and
here are a selection of them taken in
Trevi, Assisi, Bevagna, Montefalco and
Spello.
To the right is a flight of steps in
Montefalco [Standard, 24mm, 1/50sec
@ f/16 and ISO 100].
On the page opposite an old door in
Bevagna [Standard, 45mm, 1/50sec @
f/16 and ISO 500] and then top-right
another old door in Montefalco
[Standard, 25mm, 1/160sec @ f/8.0
and ISO 100].
Below them is another flight of steps in
Spello [Wide zoom, 30mm, 1/100sec @
f/8.0 and ISO 100] and a passageway
also in Spello [Wide zoom, 35mm,
1/40sec @ f/22 and ISO 800].
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A shot of a staircase with some flowers
in Spello [Wide zoom, 35mm, 1/40sec
@ f/22 and ISO 160] and then a view
of Trevi looking up to the town from the
flood plain below.
Our hotel was near the top of the hill
close to the church towers. [Standard,
40mm, 1/50sec @ f/22 and ISO 100].
It was a long windy climb up to the old
town from the new town - where the
railway station was. This was where we
were to depart from to make our way
back to Rome. That was to become a
bit of an adventure as the train got
delayed en route and we began to
wonder if we’d miss our connection to
the airport and our flight, but all was
well and we had about 30mins to
spare! Phew!
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Finally from our Italian holiday two
more shots of the wonderful flowers
that Spello is rightly famous for.
Alongside a riot of colour [Wide zoom,
35mm, 1/40sec @ f/22 and ISO 400],
and then opposite a passageway view
down to the valley below [Wide zoom,
17mm, 1/30sec @ f/22 and ISO 160].

Then, and on the next page, the scale
of the Umbrian landscape is illustrated
in the hand-held panorama on the next
page taken from the Roman aqueduct
at Spello [Wide zoom, 35mm, 1/250sec
@ f/8.0 and ISO 100].
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View from Roman Aqueduct, Spello

Dyffryn House and Gardens (a National
Trust managed property) has become
one of our favourite days out. Not just
to see the progress of the renovation of
the House, but more to see the gardens
as they are lovingly restored and
replanted.
Here are two shots of a fly settling on a
flower by one of the ponds. The one to
the right is vignetted in white
[Standard, 73mm, 1/400sec @ f/4.0
and ISO 100].
The other is a heavily cropped image
which demonstrates why it’s sometimes
useful to have so many pixels to play
with [Standard, 105mm, 1/100sec @
f/6.3 and ISO 100 - cropped from 7952
x 5304 to 3225 x 3225].
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A visit from one of my grandsons with
his camera was excuse enough for us
to go to Forest Farm for a nature walk
and photo shoot. Tom was an excellent
listener and took some really good
pictures himself.
Here are some of the ones I took. I
was spoilt for choice - the wild life was
very obliging!
First Mr(s) Heron, watching over his
fishing ground. He (or she) fears
nothing here [Sony FE 70-200mm F4 G
OSS, 200mm, 1/125sec @ f/5.6 and
ISO 200].
[This lens will be described as
“Telephoto zoom” from now on]
Then Mrs Moorhen and chick (scuttling
across the lily pads) [Telephoto zoom,
200mm, 1/125sec @ f/8.0 and ISO
320].
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This photograph has to be my funniest
shot of the year. Is the squirrel having
fun, or is there a purpose to standing
on one leg? Of course I’ll never know
[Telephoto zoom, 200mm, 1/125sec @
f/4.0 and ISO 320].
Then opposite, an equally sharp shot of
a rabbit [Telephoto zoom, 200mm,
1/125sec @ f/4.0 and ISO 125] and a
rather Lightroom manipulated image of
reflections in the canal [Telephoto
zoom, 70mm, 1/125sec @ f/5.6 and
ISO 4000].
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A summer project of “Castles” set by
our U3A Photography Group to
supplement the overall Welsh U3A
photography challenge of “Castles”
took Marilyn, Len and me to the Three
Castles in Monmouthshire.
We started at Skenfrith – which was a
bit overcast and a little dull
photographically as well. We had a
rather expensive lunch at The Bell,
before moving on to Grosmont and the
castle and church there – which was
much more interesting (and the sun
shone as well), before finishing off at
the White Castle, again in the sun.
The first shot (at Skenfrith) is titled “A
missing roof” [Standard, 24mm,
1/60sec @ f/22 and ISO 400]; opposite
are two shots taken through windows
at Grosmont - to the left [Standard,
46mm, 1/13sec @ f/14 and ISO 100];
and the right (with a touch of
vignetting) [Standard, 24mm, 1/25sec
@ f/10 and ISO 100].
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A missing roof

The shot to the right is again one I’m
rather pleased with. It’s not easy to get
front-to-back sharpness in an image
and good exposure as well. After much
trial and error, and thanks to digital
photography as you can examine the
results as you do the shots, I got this
one - looking towards Abergavenny
[Standard, 27mm, 1/100sec @ f/16
and ISO 400]. Of course Lightroom
helped a bit as well!
The other image is a view taken from
Grosmont Castle looking towards the
village and church [Standard, 24mm,
1/100sec @ f/14 and ISO 100]. It’s a
lovely village and the church is very
interesting with part of it having been
preserved as it would have been in
medieval times.
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Castle view

We had a lovely family holiday in
Cornwall In August. Staying with Gail,
Martin, James and Tom in St Just. The
weather was generally good as well,
which always makes a difference.
The first shot is one looking along the
coast towards Pendeen Watch
(Lighthouse) with one of the stacks of
the Levant Mine visible [Standard,
24mm, 1/25sec @f/22 and ISO 100].
Opposite is a shot of the Levant Mine
[Standard, 31mm, 1/80sec @ f/11 and
ISO 100] - now owned by the National
Trust who look after a fully working
steam engine.
It was wonderful to see it in steam as
well as enjoy the interesting talk from a
local geology lecturer on the workings
of the West Penwith mines.
The Levant mine is the site of one of
Cronwall’s most serious mining
disasters when the man-engine
collapsed in 1919 with many miners on
it, killing 31 and injuring many more.
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Cliff view towards the Levant mine and Pendeen Lighthouse

Engine House at Levant Mine

Cornwall is not just tin mines, coastal
cliff scenery, fishing, beaches, coves
and wrecks; it is also a county of
mystery.
What is the Mên-an-tol? How did
Lanyon Quoit get constructed?
Here are photographs of both
Mên-an-tol to the right [Standard,
47mm, 1/100sec @ f/10 and ISO 200]
and Lanyon Quoit in black and white
[Standard, 44mm, 1/125sec @ f/20 and
ISO 400].
But there are shipwrecks, and this
recent one - on the next page - taken
near Sennan Cove is a good example of
how dangerous this coast can be
[Standard, 77mm, 1/20sec @ f/16 and
ISO 100].
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Men-an-tol

Lanyon Quoit
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I had a fair idea we were going to have
a reasonably good sunset and after
checking my Photographers Ephemeris
worked out that Cot Valley would give
me a good shot.
Two other photographers must have
thought the same ... I was not alone.
The three shots in this spread although
they are of the same scene show
different things, and have been
processed differently.
The first one [Standard, 72mm,
1/50sec @ f/8.0 and ISO 800] one
might describe as the standard shot;
the second one, similar [Standard,
70mm, 1/15sec @ f/10 and ISO 100]
introduces a bit of blur in the sea with
a slower shutter speed and the third
one (opposite) demonstrates what you
can get when you add a 8-stop ND
filter in front of the lens [Standard,
48mm, 10secs @f/22 and ISO 100].
For me, the last one is the shot, but I
do understand that some don’t like the
silkiness!
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Marazion is home to the National Dahlia
Collection, and what a show they
produced for us! I had great fun with
my macro lens. All were taken
hand-held too, I was grateful for the
lack of wind!
On this page [Sony FE 55mm F1.8 ZA,
1/2500sec @ f/1.8 and ISO 100] - the
wide aperture of the lens, working with
extension tubes, enabled the very fast
shutter speed to eliminate any blur and
the aperture setting creating a pleasant
‘bokeh’.
[This lens will be described as
“Standard prime” from now on]
On the opposite page. Top - more of the
background is in focus due to a closing
down of the aperture a bit [Standard
prime, 1/400sec @ f/8.0 and ISO 100];
bottom - perhaps the ideal combination
for this lens [Standard prime, 1/250sec
@ f/4.0 and ISO 100].
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Here, a couple of images of butterflies
and bees on the dahlias. With this shot
[Standard prime, 1/3200 sec @ f/1.8
and ISO 100], I was determined to
minimise any camera shake, or
butterfly movement; I nearly
succeeded!
Top [Standard prime, 1/125sec @ f/10
and ISO 100] and bottom [Standard
prime, 1/8000sec @ f/1.8 and ISO 100]
- this one taken with extension tubes to
get closer to the flower.
On the following page is a rather
splendid “mini-panorama” created by
cropping the image into a letter-box
shape [Standard prime, 1/160sec @
f/6.3 and ISO 100].
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Feeding time
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Another couple of places I used to visit
regularly when I was a boy in Penzance
were Newlyn and Mousehole. I was able
to cycle to both from our home but then
my main interest was geology, not
photography!
I like the shot of the welder and also
the colour in the rope shot.
The welder [Standard, 101mm, 1/80sec
@ f/8.0 and ISO 100]. The ropes
[Standard, 77mm, 1/100sec @ f/8.0
and ISO 100].
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Welding

Colourful rope work

The fishing fleet may not be so large
now in Newlyn, but it’s still there and I
watched a boat leave harbour.
On this page [Standard, 105mm,
1/80sec @ f/8.0 and ISO 100] - “the
seagull waits”; opposite [Standard,
39mm, 1/80sec @f/8.0 and ISO 100] “the fishing boat departs”.
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The seagull waits

The fishing boat departs

There’s also a lot of colour in the
surfboards in Mousehole Harbour where
James and Tom, and mother Gail
enjoyed leaping into the harbour from
the jetties.
This page [Telephoto zoom, 200mm,
1/320sec @ f/4.0 and ISO 100];
opposite [Telephoto zoom, 70mm,
1/100 sec @ f/13 and ISO 200].
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Surfboad stacking

Synchronised surfboard stacking

This has just got to be one of my most
favourite places, not just in Cornwall,
but anywhere! I used to cycle out here
from Penzance as a boy and I continue
to marvel at the scale of human
endeavour and hardship that led to the
construction of the the Crown Engine
Houses at Botallack.
The rugged beauty of the coastline, the
pounding of the seas – even on a
relatively calm day – and the
occasional sighting of a chough, all add
to a memorable experience that draws
me back to this place every time I visit
West Penwith.
This page [Standard, 70mm, 1/320sec
@ f/4.0 and ISO 100]; opposite with a
8-stop ND filter [Telephoto zoom,
70mm, 10secs @ f/22 and ISO 100].
On the next page (again with a 8-stop
ND filter) [Telephoto zoom, 200mm,
10secs @ f/22 and ISO 100].
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It’s September and dahlias and Dyffryn
Gardens combine for a couple of shots,
with a bee and a fly thrown in to give
an idea of scale!
On this page [Macro, 1/400sec @ f/5.6
and ISO 100]; opposite - top [Macro,
1/200sec @f/5.6 and ISO 100] and
bottom [Macro, 1/320sec @ f/5.6 and
ISO 100].
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Then to finish the images from Dyffryn
Gardens - for this year at least - “A
delicate vignette” [Macro, 1/100 sec @
f/4.0 and ISO 100] and “ A web
unseen” [Macro, 1/125sec @ f/8.0 and
ISO 100].
I like both of these images, I hope you
do too.
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Delicate vignette

I had a rush of blood to the head and
bought a Fisheye lens. I’ve blogged
about the purchase elsewhere so I
won’t repeat anything here.
All I can say is that for a small outlay just over £100 - it instantly paid back
with this shot taken from inside
Llandaff Cathedral (opposite) [Fisheye,
EXIF data not relevant] which in
traditional mode would have produced
the image on this page [Sony FE 24mm
F1.4 GM, 1/100sec @ f/8.0 and ISO
6400].
[The latter lens will be described as
“Wide prime” from now on]
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Along with three members of the
Cardiff U3A Photographic Group, I took
part in a pleasant walk along the banks
of the River Usk from near The
Riverfront Centre to Newport’s historic
Transporter Bridge. The latter part of
the walk, I’d never done before, and it
was good to approach the bridge from
the north, rather than the south –
which was my normal direction of
travel.
The Photowalk had been organised
under the auspices of Scott Kelby’s
Worldwide Photowalk Day which took
place on Sat. 5th October. The weather
was not helpful – generally grey and
overcast, but the company was good
and I enjoyed myself.
On the right is “Teasel, tousle”
[Standard, 71mm, 1/125sec @ f/4.0
and ISO 100]; opposite is “Ripe enough
to pick” [Wide prime, 1/125sec @ f/4.0
and ISO 160].
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Teasel, tousle

This re-invention (re-use) of a public
lavatory made me laugh - one wonders
what performance Phyllis Maud had in
mind? [Wide prime, 1/125sec @ f/13
and ISO 800].
The two black and white images taken
on the River Usk give a graphic
indication of how grey a day it actually
was. No degree of Lightroom
post-processing was going to get much
colour out of these shots! Top [Wide
prime, 1/125sec @ f/16 and ISO 400]
and bottom (of the Transporter Bridge
looking downstream) [Wide prime,
1/640sec @ f/16 and ISO 100].
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Well ... it makes you wonder

Then I had to have a Fisheye of the
gondola [No EXIF], and the “normal”
way of looking at it [Wide prime,
1/320sec @ f/16 and ISO 100], didn’t
I?
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All aboard - but not today

Jenny and I went to the Peak District
for a weekend away in October. We
spent a lovely afternoon walking around
Buxton and the Pavilion Gardens;
listening to the Steel Band, before
going to the opera in the magnificent
Buxton Opera House in the evening
Before we left the Peak District, we took
the opportunity to visit Bakewell on the
Monday; it’s Market Day and therefore
not to everyone’s (i.e. my) taste. It was
very busy! We then went on to nearby
Haddon Hall which we’d intended to
visit on the Sunday; but World Cup
Rugby and Wales vs. Australia had “got
in the way”!
Here is the entrance to Haddon Hall
[Standard, 43mm, 1/125sec @ f/8.0
and ISO 125] and a view of the Hall
looking across the River Wye (that’s not
“our” River Wye but a Derbyshire one)
[Standard, 29mm, 1/125sec @ f/4.0
and ISO 160].
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Haddon Hall Entrance

Haddon Hall across the River Wye

Here is a view of the outside of the Hall,
looking towards the chapel and across
the garden [Standard, 50mm, 1/125sec
@ f/8.0 and ISO 320], and then a shot
of and through one of the stain-glass
windows in the Long Gallery [Standard,
37mm, 1/125sec @ f/8.0 and ISO 400].
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Haddon Hall

Window, Long Gallery, Haddon Hall

The last photo trip of the year was to
Dartmoor in late October - again with
Nick Jenkins. The weather was not
great (and that’s being kind). Indeed I
probably experienced the best weather
on the way down, and the way back.
So … I did a bit of research and thought
I’d like to see the Lydford Gorge. It had
closed the day before, and that was at
the time of a half-term holiday! Come
on National Trust, do a bit of research.
The only access that was possible was
to the Whitelady Waterfall - here’s the
best (not great) of my shots of the fall
[Wide prime, 2.5sec @ f/16 and ISO
100].
The other place I wanted to see was
Brentor and the church of St Michael
which is perched on the top of the tor.
It proved difficult to get a decent shot
of the church atop the tor, so this
“atmospheric” tripod shot will have to
do [Standard, 24mm, 1/8sec @ f/20
and ISO 100].
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Whitelady Waterfall

Gravely east view from Brentor

When in doubt and it’s raining, take a
picture of silky water. I quite like this
shot of a stream cascading downhill
towards Burrator Reservoir [Standard,
105mm, 2.0sec @ f/22 and ISO 400].
The shot opposite is of the East Dart
River - a nice mixture of silkiness and
autumn colours I think [Standard,
33mm, 1.3sec @ f/4.0 and ISO 400].

It was after taking this series of shots
that I began to re-evaluate my strategy
of using a small aperture (f/22) to force
shutter delay (burry water) and give
good back to front focus. Going
forwards, I will not be using f/22 as
much as I’ve been doing this year! I will
however be using higher ISO settings
occasionally, when needed, as the
results from my shots this year have
indicated that the Sony A7r III can
handle noise and grain quite well.
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Silky cascade

East Dart River, Dartmeet

Another shot from near Burrator
Reservoir. The overall impression of this
location was green, green and more
green (turning brown/yellow) with moss
and ferns growing everywhere. It was a
very damp place!
This is a bridge over the cascading
stream shown on the previous page
[Standard, 43mm, 0.8sec @ f/22 and
ISO 400].
Opposite is a “broken” clapper bridge
taken on the East Dart River beside
Bellever Forest [Standard, 64mm,
1/6sec @ f/8.0 and ISO 400] - it was
very wet. I tested my waterproof
camera cover. It worked!
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Mossy woodland and bridge

Broken Clapper

Then, what better place to go on a wet
misty day than Wistman’s Wood - the
remains of the ancient woodland that
used to cover most of Dartmoor. This
first shot gives a good idea of what the
edge of the wood looks like [Wide
prime, 1/8sec @ f/8.0 and ISO 100].
It’s on the side of a hill, it has a stream
at the bottom of the slope, which is
strewn with rocks and boulders.
On the opposite page is a shot taken
inside the wood [Wide prime, 1/5sec @
f/8.0 and ISO 100]. The contortions of
the oak trees as they struggle to grow
from amongst the granite blocks are
quite startling; the huge amount of
moss and the hanging lichens make this
a unique location in the south of
England.
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Entering Wistman’s Wood in the mist

Rock & Tree, Wistman’s Wood

Two more shots from inside the wood.
Colour [Wide prime, 1/60sec @ f/4.5
and ISO 800] or black and white [Wide
prime, 1/5sec @f/8.0 and ISO 100]
both give interesting results.
I think I can safely say we saw
Wistman’s Wood at it’s most spooky
…coincidentally and appropriately - it
was Halloween!
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Wistman’s Wood, Dartmoor

Wistman’s Wood, Dartmoor

So the photo workshop was over. All I
had to do was drive home, but first I
wanted to see a “real” clapper bridge.
One that could be actually used ... if
one wanted to.
I’d noticed this one at Postbridge, so
that’s where I headed [Standard,
34mm, 1/13sec @ f/4.0 and ISO 100].
Of the several shots I took, I was best
pleased with the black and white ones.
Somehow the splotches of lichen on the
granite seem to enhance the bridge.
But, overshadowing the clapper bridge
was the rather splendid stone bridge
that spanned the East Dart River - then
seriously in spate [Standard, 24mm,
0.4sec @ f/8.0 and ISO 100]. This
photo I rather like. ‘Nuff said!
Then there’s a letter-box crop of the
bridge on the following page [Standard,
40mm, 1/10sec @ f/8.0 and ISO 100].
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A usable clapper bridge in B&W

The East Dart in spate
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Autumn at Postbridge

Having “bagged" my clapper bridge, I
wanted some autumn colours so
headed to another spot that I’d
researched and was suggested to be
worth an autumn visit - the Teign Gorge
at Fingle Bridge. Apart from having a
rather nice inn which served an
excellent cup of hot chocolate, this
location provided an easy walk by the
swollen river where I was able to take
this shot [Standard, 24mm, 1.3sec @
f/8.0 and ISO 100].
On the opposite page is a shot which I
rather like, not just for the autumn
colours, but also the trails caused by
the drifting bubbles as they approach
the salmon leap [Standard, 42mm,
3.2sec @f/22 and ISO 100].
And that’s it for 2019 - an earlier
closure than previous years, but one
that makes the last minute panic to get
the book to the publisher just a little
more bearable. I hope you get some
pleasure from looking at these images.
I certainly get a huge amount of
satisfaction from the whole process.
From taking the photo, to
post-processing it, to posting it to the
blog and then for the few reasonable
shots - the publishing to this book.
Until next year then!
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River Teign in autumn

Salmon Leap on River Teign near Fingle Bridge

The front cover is a picture of the wave-cut platform and cliffs at Llantwit Major.
Inside the front cover is a picture of the shed in the Kitchen Garden at Dyffryn House.
The back cover is nearly the last picture I took this year - it’s of the East Dart River at Postbridge after
heavy rain, with the river in spate.
I use Adobe Lightroom Classic to post-process the photographs I take with my Sony A7r III camera.
Occasionally I take photographs with my iPhone 6s. It was suggested that I should include more written
content in these books - which I’ve attempted to do this year, and I’ve also added technical information
about the shot (the EXIF data of the lens and exposure used).
The lenses I use are a “standard” lens which I use for general walkabout usage - the Sony FE 24-105mm F4
G OSS; a “wide zoom” - the Sony FE 16-35mm F4 ZA OSS; a “telephoto zoom” - the Sony FE 70-200mm F4
G OSS; a “macro” lens - the Sony FE 90mm F2.8 Macro G OSS; a “wide prime” lens - Sony FE 24mm F1.4
GM; and a “standard prime” lens - the Sony FE 55mm F1.8 ZA, and of course the Meike Fisheye lens.
I show my photos in Galleries on my website - https://mlt.photography and write about the photographs I
take on my photoblog - Moments like these ... [https://moments-like-these.com]. I also post many of my
images to Flickr where they can be seen at https://flickr.com/photos/diharrison.
This book records the pictures I took in 2019 at a variety of locations in the UK and Italy up to the
beginning of November and represent about 4% of the photographs that I took during the year - I’ve not
been so good at deleting duds this year. The selection for this book is of course a very personal one. They
may not be technically the best that I’ve taken, they may not even be what others more gifted than I would
describe as “good photographs”, they are however ones I like. I hope you like them too.
© David Harrison, 2019 - Moments like these

